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                         APPEAL ACTIVITY IN THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS                      RUN 07/03/02
                                         FISCAL YEAR 2002
                                   JULY 1, 2001 - JUNE 30, 2002
                                                                                            FOOD
                                                TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                    TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD

 NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 1,201   165   184     76   347  362    0      5     0     62     0     0
 NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD      4,536   877   638    514 1,864  533    0     32     1     77     0     0
 NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD   4,887   930   753    537 1,973  532    0     36     1    125     0     0
 NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD      850   112    69     53   238  363    0      1     0     14     0     0

 AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
 REQUEST - TOTAL                    5,285   986   834    583 2,125  574    0     38     1    144     0     0
   APPLICATION DENIED               1,795   102     2    119 1,312  242    0     16     1      1     0     0
   NOT GRANT RELATED                2,076   152   829    127   537  280    0      8     0    143     0     0
   DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE     1,260   701     2    226   276   47    0      8     0      0     0     0
   GRANT AMOUNT                       154    31     1    111     0    5    0      6     0      0     0     0


 METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
   TOTAL                            5,285   986   834    583 2,125  574    0     38     1    144     0     0
   MODIFIED DECISION                  475    10     4     11   428   20    0      1     0      1     0     0
   IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT               331    85     5     21   133   67    0      2     0     18     0     0
   NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT         1,121   256   239     67   337   97    0      8     0    117     0     0
             OTHER MEANS:
   WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF      14     0     4      1     7    2    0      0     0      0     0     0
               CLAIMANT
   WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR     765    82   148    126   344   55    0     10     0      0     0     0
               OF CLAIMANT
   ABANDONED OR DEATH                 684   241   118    114   125   83    0      3     0      0     0     0
   DENIED                           1,777   285   304    219   716  239    0      6     0      8     0     0
   VOID                               118    27    12     24    35   11    0      8     1      0     0     0


 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL          1,927   351   248     99   898  184    0     11     0    136     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  454    93    55     36   246   13    0      2     0      9     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,000   179   123     50   477   47    0      5     0    119     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                       328    76    69     13   147   14    0      4     0      5     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  145     3     1      0    28  110    0      0     0      3     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     57.2  45.5  47.6   38.9  46.2 171.1  .0   51.0    .0     37     0     0


 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 DISPOSITION - TOTAL                5,285   986   834    583 2,125  574    0     38     1    144     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                1,729   312   308    286   683  122    0     13     1      4     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,665   273   266    240   744   60    0     12     0     70     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                     1,133   305   198     39   468   65    0      9     0     49     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  758    96    62     18   230  327    0      4     0     21     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     63.2  51.8  44.6   32.4  52.9 179.1  .0   47.1   4.0     67     0     0


 PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
   TOTAL                            1,927   351   248     99   898  184    0     11     0    136     0     0
   NEED STANDARD                        2     1     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      1     0     0
   INCOME OR RESOURCES              1,170   311     0     83   694   76    0      6     0      0     0     0
   DISREGARDS                           1     0     1      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
   NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS      754    39   247     16   204  108    0      5     0    135     0     0


 REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
 HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL            1,927   351   248     99   898  184    0     11     0    136     0     0
   LEGAL COUNSEL                      170    20    17     11    58   57    0      0     0      7     0     0
   SELF                             1,565   328   220     86   677  123    0      5     0    126     0     0
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